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Abstract. In this paper certain invariants of conformal mappings of the generalized Riemannian
space are obtained. Here are the general results. These invariants are the analogues of the Thomas
projective parameter and generalized Weyl projective tensor.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
A differentiableN -dimensional manifold on which the non-symmetric basic tensor
Gij is defined is a generalized Riemannian space. Because of the non-symmetry
Gij ¤ Gj i , it is possible to determine the symmetric and antisymmetric part of the
metric tensor Gij :
gij D 1
2
.Gij CGj i / and Fij D 1
2
.Gij  Gj i /: (1.1)




NN is non-singular. The co-
ordinates of contravariant metric tensor g of associated space RN are the corres-
ponding inverse matrix elements
 
gij
D  gij  1. It also holds that: gi˛gj˛ D ıij .
The use of a non-symmetric basic tensor and a non-symmetric affine connection
is motivated by Einstein’s and Eisenhart’s works [5–7]. In Einstein’s Unified Field
Theory, the symmetric part gij of the basic tensor Gij is related to gravitation, and
the anti-symmetric part Fij is related to electromagnetism. Some mathematicians
have studied and developed the theory of non-symmetric affine connection spaces
and the theory of generalized Riemannian spaces, for example, L. P. Eisenhart [7], S.
M. Mincˇic´ [14, 15], M. Prvanovic´ [17].
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Affine connection coefficients of the space GRN are (generalized) Christoffel








































is the Levi-Civita affine connection of the symmetric metric
g and the anti-symmetric part T i
jk
is called the torsion tensor.
On the basis of a non-symmetric affine connection, it is possible to consider four
types of covariant derivatives with regard to the affine connection of the space GRN
(see [14, 15]). Afterwards, a family of GRN curvature tensors was obtained
Rijmn D
0
RijmnCuT ijmInCu0T ijnImCvT ˛jmT i˛nCv0T ˛jnT i˛mCwT ˛mnT ij˛ ; (1.4)
where u;u0;v;v0;w are real constants, a covariant derivative based on an affine con-
nection
0















Geometrical objects that are invariant with respect to conformal mappings play an
important role in the theory of gravity [9, 22]. The aim of our paper is to general-
ize invariants of conformal mappings from [2, 19]. These mappings generalize the
concept of conformal mappings defined by N. S. Sinyukov [18], J. Mikesˇ [11–13], S.
E. Stepanov [20, 21].
2. CONFORMAL MAPPINGS OF GENERALIZED RIEMANNIAN SPACE
Suppose
f WGRN !GRN
is a diffeomorphism. We can consider the manifolds GRN and GRN in the common
system of local coordinates with respect to this mapping (see Figure 1). Namely, if
f maps a point M 2GRN to point M 2GRN and if .U;'/ is a local chart around
the point M it will be '.M/D x D .x1;    ;xN / 2 EN (Euclidean N -space). In this
case, we define (for the coordinate mapping in the GRN ) the mapping ' D ' ıf  1,
and then
'.M/D .' ıf  1/.f .M//D '.M/D x D .x1;    ;xN / 2 EN : (2.1)
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Therefore the points M and M D f .M/ have the same local coordinates.
FIGURE 1. Common system of coordinates
Based on Eisenhart’s results [7], many authors started the researches on conformal
mappings between Riemannian and generalized Riemannian spaces as well as in-
variants of these mappings (see [1–4, 8, 10–13, 16–21, 23]).
One says that diffeomorphism f WGRN !GRN is conformal mapping [19] if
the metric tensors Gij and Gij of the spaces GRN and GRN satisfy the condition
Gij D e2 Gij ; (2.2)
where  is a scalar function. The basic equation of conformal mapping f is
 
i
jk D   ijkC j ıikC kıij   igjkC  ijk; (2.3)
for  i D @ =@xi ; i D gi˛ ˛, and tensor  ijk anti-symmetric in the indices j and
k. After symmetrizing the equation (2.3) by indices j and k and contracting the
symmetrized equation by indices i and k, we obtain that is
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is an invariant of the mapping f .
After anti-symmetrizing the equation (2.3) by indices j and k, we obtain that
is  i
jk
D T ijk  T ijk . If one substitutes this equality in the equation (2.3), the non-
symmetric affine connection of the space GRN will be reduced to the symmetric
affine connection
0
  . For this reason, different authors have studied equitorsion con-
formal mappings (the case of  i
jk
D 0) or conformal mappings of special generalized
Riemannian spaces [16, 19, 23]. We will generalize the existing invariants of con-
formal mappings in this paper.
3. GENERALIZED INVARIANTS OF CONFORMAL MAPPINGS
From the equation (2.2), we get
gij D e2 gij ; F ij D e2 Fij ; gij D e 2 gij ;
which proves that is
gijgmn D gijgmn and gijFmn D gijFmn: (3.1)











































From the equations (1.2, 1.3) and the equality gijIk D 0, one obtains that the torsion
tensor T i
jk
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It holds the following lemma:
Lemma 1. Let f WGRN !GRN be a conformal mapping. The set of geometrical
object given by the equation (3.6) is the set of invariants of the mapping f . 









is an invariant of the mapping f . 
The families Rijmn and R
i












Cu0 T ijnIm T ijnImCv.T ˛jmT i˛n T ˛jmT i˛n/




j˛  T ˛mnT ij˛ /:
(3.8)
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From the equations (3.2, 3.5), we establish that



































































From equation (1.5) it turns out that:
0
Rijmn DRijmn uT ijmIn u0T ijnIm vT ˛jmT i˛n v0T ˛jnT i˛m wT ˛mnT ij˛ ; (3.14)
0
Rij DRij  uT ˛ij I˛  .v0Cw/T ˛iˇT ˇj˛ ; (3.15)
0
Rij DRij  ugi˛T ˇj˛ Iˇ   .v0Cw/gi˛T ˇ˛T ˇj ; (3.16)
0
RDR  .v0Cw/T ˛ˇT ˇ˛ıgı ; (3.17)
for Ricci-tensor Rij D R˛ij˛, mixed Ricci-curvature tensor Rij D gi˛Rj˛ and the
scalar curvature RDR˛˛ .








































































The following theorem holds:
Theorem 1. Let f WGRN !GRN be a conformal mapping of generalized Rieman-
nian space GRN . The families C

i
jmn of geometrical objects given by the equation
(3.18) are families of invariants of the conformal mapping f . 
Corollary 2. Let f WGRN !GRN be an equitorsion conformal mapping. The






























































k D 1; : : : ;6, is the family of invariants of the mapping f . 
4. CONCLUSION
Weyl conformal curvature tensor was generalized in this paper. We also obtained
invariants of conformal mappings analogous to the Thomas projective parameter.
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